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NEW IRIS FOR 1987

ALL 1987 INTRODUCTIONS “NET'

EXTRAS OUR CHOICE

CALLIOPE TUNE (Tompkins '87) M.L. 39 in. (Bandera Waltz x Jig Saw) X (((Tinsel
Town X Darktown Strutter) x (Ribbon Round x(Tinsel Town x Stepping Out)) x Jig Saw))).
This is a huge, perfectly formed flower with very broad, heavily substanced, ruffled
petals, perfectly domed standards and wide, fluted semi-flaring falls. The Pristine white
of the falls is beautifully edged with a wide border of dark blended Royal and sooty
Navy blue while the richly contrasting standards are almost completely washed with
the same rich blue. A bronzey blue tipped beard and a few flecks of white at the base
of the midribs adds to its beauty. Tall, excellently branched stalks with fine placement
and 9 to 12 buds. A Stunner that drew al l eyes last season.
No. 83-13C

CANDLE POWER (Tompkins '87) M.VL. 40 in. (((Tinsel Town x Bayberry Candle) x
Recip. Cross)) x ((Radiant Bride x Bayberry Candle) x (Tinsel Town x Trudy))) X 69-79:-
Sdlg. l ines from Ice n Lime, Pinnacle, and Sdigs from Jesse Wills yellow amoena lines
x ((Tinsel Town x Bayberry Candle) x Sib))). One of the largest iris we have grown,
this is an enormous ultra broad petaled flower. While it has perfect form, it has a showy,
massive and blocky appearance; due no doubt to its huge size and great width. The
very broad but perfectly domed, ruffled standards of snowy white glow with inner
highlights of rich cream touched foggy gilt; rise l ike white fire above the smooth, velvety
finished, semi-flaring, gracefully fluted falls of deep rich Chrome to Sulphur yellow which
is accented by a sulphur gold beard and faint glimmerings of a "Now you see it - Now
you don't" hint of etherial white on some of the fluted edges. Tall, strong, widely bran- •
ched stalks carry the enormous flowers in perfect show bench position. After trying
this cross many times with no luck, we finaly got  a pod with two seeds. One gave this
and the other its glittering creamy lemon counterpart "Runaway Star."
No. 79-68

$35.00

.$35.00

COSMIC DAWN (Tompkins '87) M.L. 39 in. ((Wayward Angel x (Hi l ight x Elegant Era))
X Nile Elower. A stunning new Lemony gold and Lavender bicolor, this is very large
with broad, heavily fluted and ruffled petals. The standards are of bright lemony toned
Nankeen yellow with a faint creamy undertone and sparkling gold dust finish, colors
which are intensified by a touch of lavender bronze at the very base of the midribs.
The flaring ruffled falls are cream based and have a ful l overtone of rich lavender or
chid that is heightened by a vivid stripe of deeper antique fuchsia from the tip of its
heavy Chrome gold beard, which is set on a clean Nankeen touched haft, to the end
of the fall which has a gleaming border of Cocoa infused Nankeen. Strong, very well
branched stalks with 12 buds.
No. 83-1 5B $35.00

ENDLESS LOVE (Tompkins '87) M.VL. 40 in. (Easy Grace x Pretty Please). A huge,
elegantly formed flower with broad, ruffled and neatly domed standards and broad,
flaring, fluted and ruffled falls. The standards of this are of creamy peachblossom with
a bright aura and undertone of Arbutus pink. The falls are of the same color with a
base of Ivory over which the rich pink tones are laid, leaving a creamy, pearl pink glow
in the center of the falls which is accented by smooth orange toned Opera pink haft
under a vivid Opera pink or Orange red beard. Tall stalks with wide branching and
perfect placement and up to 12 buds helps make this a real standout in the garden.
No. 79-30C $35.00
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FORTUNE’S FLAME (Tompkins '87) M.L. 38 in. ((Allegany Moon x Pretty Please) x
(Christmas Time x Ovation)) X ((Royal Gold x Tinsel Town) x Christmas Rubies)). A
massive, very dark Dandelion or Capucine yellow by Ridgeway, this is a good match
for Candle Power and Runaway Star. It too is extraordinarily large and blocky of form
with the ends of the falls being almost square. Its smooth, velvety finished, heavily
substanced flowers are highlighted by a fat wide beard of deep Orient Orange which
at times seems to be a deep red. We have noticed that the intensity of Red beards on
yellows seems to vary with the season or weather conditions. This one is usually quite
red and is certainly the best we have had so far. One way or another it is certainly
a stunner as the massive, ruffled flowers on tall widely branched stalks almost hyp
notically draws one to it.
No. 79.26A

GENTLE SHEPHERD (Tompkins '87) M.L. 38 in. (Ballyhoo x Pencil Sketch) X ((Wind-
walker X Ballyhoo) x Desert Echo)). A bicolor plicata of the washed or fancy type, this
has standards of bright Picric yellow undertoned with a very faint, almost hazy tint of
etherial Pinard Gold and falls of the same golden yellow with an overall wash of rich
China Blue which pales at the edges to give a glimmering border of yellow that deepens
at the haft around a broad golden beard. Large, clear colored and quite bright, it somehow
stays serenely compelling. Strong, excellently branched stalks with 9 or more buds.

$30.00

'  LILAC BREEZE (Tompkins '87) M.L. 38-40 in. Endless Love Sib. X ((Emissary x Petite
Point) X (Pretty Please x Grand Waltz)). Like the Memory of Lilacs floating by on a cool,
sparkling spring breeze. The icy Lilac flowers of this, perfect of form with broad heavi-

.  ly ruffled, laced and domed standards and ultra broad, fluted, ruffled and laced falls;
seem to hover on the air as if anxious to take flight and a bare breath of gilt at the edges
of the wide hafts which sport heavy pure white, pink tipped beard furthers the airy ef
fect. Large and truly delectable, the blooms are beautifully placed on tall well branch
ed stalks with 9 buds.

No. 83-303D

MIDNIGHT LACE (Tompkins '87) M.VL. 40 in. (From involved lines from Darktown
Strutter, Tinsel Town, Stepping Out, Far Galaxies etc.). Something totally new! This
spectacular plicata will shock and entrance you. Quite large and beautifully formed
with showy semi-flaring flowers, its ground color is like pure white slipper satin. Its
standards are heavily colored with brilliant Seville or reddish Royal violet except for
oval window areas over the midribs just above the flaring falls which gives the stands
a l ighted up appearance. The falls have a two inch wide border that is almost pure black
on the outer part and lightening to a deep sooty red toned violet on the veins radiate
outwards from the throat past the heavy white, blue tipped beard to form a butterfly
wing, Belgian lace pattern over the satiny white to where they meet the outer border.
Striking is the word for this one. Tall, well branched with 7 to 9 buds.
No. 83-10

RUNAWAY STAR (Tompkins '87) M.VL. 39 in. (Sib to Candle Power). This sister to
Candle Power is equally as large and just as showy. It has the same ultra broad petals
and size but is not quite as flaring and is not as distinctly bitoned, the standards being
white with a full flush of deep true cream throughout and an inner glow of icy green
whereas its falls are of smooth creamy lemon with  a lime yellow overtone. Similar to
its sister as to stalks, branching and placement of its huge flowers. Some visitors have
preferred this and others its sister. Both are exciting and we plan on extending this line.

$30.00

$35.00

No. 83-28

$30.00

$35.00

No. 79-68A
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SAM’S SONG (Tompkins '87) M. VL. 40 in. {((Stately Mansions x ((Royal Gold x Ova
tion) X Tinsel Town)) X ((Petite Point x Grand Waltz) X Tinsel Town)). A flower of
dramatically vivid colors, this has heavily ruffled stands of brilliant lemon gold and canary
yellow. This same color seems to wash out from the throat of the flower over the haft
around a deep gold beard to form a two inch wide border around the snowy white
center of the heavily ruffled, semi-flaring falls. Very showy with three to four flowers
open at once on tal l extremely wel l branched stalks that carry 9 or more buds.
No. 80-82-203 $30.00

SCINTILLATING LADY (Tompkins '87) M.L. 40 in. (((Spartacus x Hamblen 70-20n.)
X (Sky Kissed x Spartacus)) X {{Tinsel Town x Hamblen 70-20N) x (Spartacus x Royal
Coachman))). Our choice of the many seedlings from our Red Bearded Blue lines, this
has very large, ruffled flowers with domed standards and widely flaring falls. It is a rich
Sapphire blue, clean and clear in its coloring which is accented by a flashy red beard
and heavily substanced beautifully laced and picoteed petal edges. Tall widely branched
stalks with lots of buds gives it a long season of bloom.
No. 79-18C

SHEER BLISS (Tompkins '87) M.VL. 38 in. ((((Columbia x Blue Rhythm) x (Chicory
Blue x Deep Space)) x ((Chivalry x Mountain Music)xFlagship x Babbling Brook))) X
(((Radiant Bride x Babbling Brook) x (Cahokia x Chalk Talk)) x (((Silver Song x Brook
Song))) X (Sterling Silver x Silver Song)))) x Crown Sterling. The bluest of any Iris we
have grown. And when we say blue we mean BLUE. Everyone who has seen this has
wanted it. Elegantly formed it has enormous flowers with perfectly domed standards
and beautifully fluted, semi-flaring falls. The heaviest substanced of our iris, its huge .
blooms hold much longer than any other iris in the garden. It is a very bright and in
tense shade of Cornflower or Chicory blue by the color charts and it has a smooth
porcelain like finish. Strong, wiry, nicely branched stalks.
No. 83-95

TIME LORD (Tompkins '87) EM. L. 35 in. (From long l ines of sdigs from Manana, De
fiance with red x pink reds etc). Chart on request if needed). Our first red introduction
in some years. Time Lord seems to us to be at last an advancement toward a goal of
real reds such as we see in other flowers. We think it might be a big step in that direc
tion. We weren't getting any closer in our other efforts so we figured that before we
reached the point of no return we had better go backwards in time to where we started
so once again we began with our first reds, Manana, Defiance and Password etc and
took another route. At last this one appeared. Its vivid coloring and huge size simply
refused to be ignored so when its first offspring appeared last season and gave even
greater promise of things to come, we decided to open the door of its Tardus at this
point in time to "Time Lord," in hopes that you might enjoy it as much as we have.
Its enormous tailored flowers have wel l domed stands and great round horizontal falls
which in this case adds to its shock value for at best it's never more than 36 inches

tall so its blazing color and huge size shows to the utmost. A clean haft and ful l mustard
brown beard adds to its color. Strong stalks and good branching with up to 9 buds.

$35.00

$25.00

$35.00

No. 80-77
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NOVELTIES

BUSY BUTTERFLY (Framke '87) M. ML. REB. Rebloomer. ((Summer Sandman x

Kalahari) x (Stepping Out x Tinsel Town)) x Smoke Rings. This has been a most welcome
addition to our garden as it has given us a sure fire succession of bloom the past three
seasons. Mrs. Framke called it her busy plic and that fits it well because it keeps busy
al l summer making bloom stalks and good plants as well  . Besides that it's a real beau
ty, large, ruffled and well formed with standards of pure white heavily washed over
with Royal Purple and Velvety white falls with a broad stitched and flecked border of
vivid red purple around the ruffled edges. Tall, wel  l branched stalks.
No. Fr. 83-12D $25.00

MAYAN POPPY (Tompkins '87) EM. L. 36 in. (Easy Grace x San Leandro) X ((Bayberry
Candle x Hi l ight) x Copper Capers)) x (((Bandolier x ((Orange Parade x Grand Teton)
X Cosmopolitan))). This created a real stir at every garden club that had slides of it last
winter and letters and inquiries about it are sti ll coming in. It has had the same affect
here the past 3 seasons as well. Its color is Chrome yellow with an allover finish as
if dusted with Brass flakes and then splashed and spotted all over with various mark
ings of violet toned copper brown. It has well formed flowers of good size and the stalks
are wel l branched with lots of buds. Everyone who has seen it seems to want it. It is
certainly an attention grabber and we have seen some spectacular arrangements made
with it as we have cut stalks for various local garden club people. Personally I think

,  there's some Dorian Gray in its parentage somewhere though I wil l admit to its
fascination.

No. 82-158D $25.00

BORDER BEARDED IRIS

CAT NAP (Tompkins '87) E.M. 24 in. (From long l ines involving Carnet Clow, Manana,
Defiance, Cape Bon, Mary Randall, Password, up to and including Pink Pussycat and
others. In 1983 these l ines mentioned began showing great promise with deeper col
ors, redder beards and larger flowers. From one cross this seedling was the lone excep
tion. It turned out to be a minnie version of its larger sisters but with the vivid garnet
red color and fiery ruby red beard of its ancestors plus the added floriferousness and
charm of its later parent Pink Pussycat. Perhaps its genes for size took a little "cat nap",
awakened to see its larger sisters, blushed a deeper cerise red and just refused to grow
up. At any rate we think you will enjoy it and its companion "Courtin' Time".
No. 83-83A $25.00

COURTIN’ TIME (Tompkins '87) E.M. 24 in. ((Ovation x Fancy Frosting) x (Ovation
X Venetian Dancer)) X Ovation. If you need something for the front of your border that
seems to shout Pink! Pink! Pink!, then this is for you. It is a fair sized flower of excellent
semi-flaring form with clean petals and a glossy, satiny finish. In color it is a smooth
rich self of Rhodonite pink that is further brightened by a deeper pink beard. Stalks
are well branched and carry up to 12 buds. If you don't want all of your iris in the
"Jolly Green Giant" size, you'll find this one and "Cat Nap" both delightful.
No. 80-52 $25.00
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PERSONALITY PARADE

$10.00 Each — Net, or 1 each for $50.00

Thank you for welcoming back our Personality Parade series with such a Hearty Bang.
Sorry we could not fill a few of the last orders for them but in spite of what we thought
was an abundant supply of them, the demand was even greater. We think we have
enough stock of this new series of Paraders for 1987 that we will not run short. We
had many letters last fall telling us that Bittersweet Gold had bloomed nicely early in
the fall and had made plants for this spring. It had bloomed in the fall a few times here
but we were not sure it would do so elsewhere. It was nice to know that so many of
you enjoyed it as a fall bloomer too.
We hope you enjoy these new Paraders as much as the former ones. We think you

will find they are all quite exceptional and as good as they come. We are giving their
parentages this year due to your requests.

BLUSHING BUTTERFLY (Tompkins '87) M.L. 36 in. ((Camelot Rose x Whole Cloth)
X (Amigo's Guitar x Camelot Rose)) X (((Clarion Call x Ice N Lime) x Pinnacle)) x ((Clarion
Call X Ice N Lime) x Margarita))). A bitone of large size and nice form with broad heavi
ly ruffled, slightly picoteed petals. Standards are of shimmering Orchid undertoned Dawn
pink and the falls are of bright blended Fuchsia and Magenta Rose with a border of
pale orchid over cream. Touches of Chestnut rose at the throat accents its bright
Tangerine rose beard. Strong well branched stalks with 9 buds. Exciting offspring from
this and Melba Hamblens bicolors. Beard colors galore.

LUNA MOTH (Tompkins '87) E.VL. 36 in. (Sib. to Gentle Shepherd). The ground color
of this is a brightly glittering tone of Lemony Amber. Its nicely domed and ruffled stan
dards are of lemon amber with an inner light or undertone of Lime green that offsets
the rich amber lemon falls which have a wide brushing of deep Gilt yellow across the
hafts that continues around the falls in a glowing border. Myriads of minute Heliotrope
buff and blueish orchid specks cover the central areas below Amber Gold beards. Well
branched stalks and a fast grower.

MERRY WITCH (Framke '87) M.L. 39 in. (((Cimbay x Latin Lover) x Dulcey)) x ((Latin
Lover x Out Yonder) X (Whole Cloth x Ice N Lime))) X Meredith Hues. A great favorite
here in the garden and one of the Amoenas that is giving fascinating seedlings. Large
and nicely formed with closed stands and flaring falls, it has glistening white stands
and falls of vivid manganese violet undertoned fuchsia rose that are bordered with a
ruffled edge of lilac tinted white and a thin stripe of the same color extends from its
white, mustard tipped beard to the tip of the falls. Well branched with lots of buds.

NILE FLOWER (Tompkins '87) M.L. 38 in. {(Stately Mansions x Close Up) x (Tinsel
Town X Butterscotch Ripples)) X (((Password x Raspberry Ripples) x Blodgett 69-37B))
X ({Tinsel Town x Cimmaron Strip) x Pretty Please))). Different, Intriguing, Exciting,
Fascinating and even Gorgeous! Besides it's lovely to look at and we think you will
find it delightful to own. Blend Pearly Agate, Dawn Cray, Creamy flesh and light
Heliotrope and you have its color, especially if you add a good touch of Taffetalike
Iridescence for a finish. Its wide ruffled stands have a flush of Anemone pink and Or
chid over the/midribs and the broad, flaring falls have smoothly painted hafts of Or
chid under full, thick, blue based, shockingly bright Ember red beards. A flushed stripe
of Deep orchid extends from the beard tips to the ends of the falls where it merges
with a misty border of pale Cocoa orchid. You can add Exotic to the description if you
like for it surely is. Parent of Cosmic Dawn.
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PAINTED CLOUDS (Tompkins '87) EM.L. 38 in. ((Stately Mansions x Outreach) x (Veni-
tian Dancer)) X ((Stately Mansions x Ovation) x (Quinella x Pink Pussycat)). This new
pink is quite large and has elegant form with ruffled, domed standards of richly glow
ing Hermosa or Baby Ribbon pink set over ruffled, flaring falls of Icy pink undertoned
white with a smooth clean haft of Watermelon pink and a glowing beard of bright
Begonia Rose. Many members of the various garden clubs who saw slides of this and
wrote about it, saw it as number 79-20Z.

SNOWY THRONE (Tompkins '87) E.M. 36 in. ((Vaudeville x Ribbon Round) x Charmed
Circle)) X (Ballyhoo x Easy Street) x (Ribbon Round x Whole Cloth)). One of our earliest
blooming varieties, this lasts well into Midseason, sometimes longer. Snowy Throne
has a ground color of pristine white and its glittering, pure white, ruffled standards rise,
perfectly domed above brown falls which are bordered by a quarter inch edging of
Bright Flaxfiower blue. A white beard accents the purity of the flower and its lovely
edging. Strong and well branched.

$6.00 each or 3 or more different @ $5.00 each

BITTERSWEET GOLD (Tomp. '86) M.L. 38 in. This is  a very large flower with perfectly
domed standards and widely flaring falls. A self of very deep and bright Fulvous or
apricot orange, it is very smooth and velvety with no veining or haft marks and this
smoothness is accented by a very ful l beard of deep orange red.

ENCHANGED LAND (Tomp. '86) M. V-L. 37 in. A very brilliant self of Raspberry wines
with a full undertone of Fuchsia red with a bronzy chocolate red haft under a vivid
marischino red beard. The large flowers have excellent form with flaring falls. Stalks
are strong, tall and well branched with many buds.

PASSWORD PLUS (Tomp. '86) E.L. 38 in. An extremely large flower, this has wide
domed standards and broad, round, semi-flaring falls so wide they overlap at the hafts.
It is cleanly finished like shimmering silk and is a self of orchid toned fuchsia pink with
a very bright self colored beard. A descendent of Password Plus, it does its parents proud.

ROWDY (Tomp. '86) E.L. 37 in. This is such a screamingly loud combination of colors
that it is a rowdy riot al l by itself. Standards of gilded, glowing copper are offset by
falls of vivid blended mustard and brass with overtones of orchid pink and blue violet.
A tawny shining red brown haft and border and a wide copper orange beard add to
its flamboyance. It has tall, very well branched stalks and gives a long season of bloom.

SPRING SHARING (Tomp. '86) M. VL. 38 in. This is  a pink amoena of large size with
broad petals and excellent form. It is so bright and beguiling it just seems to beg one
to come and share with it the colorful joys of spring. Its standards are clean warm white
and the falls are clear, pale baby ribbon pink with just a foggy hint of a deeper pink
lighted up by a jewel-like pink beard. Tall, strong, well branched stalks with lots of
buds. A real showpiece.

STORMY WEATHER (Tomp. '77) E. VL. 39 in. A very brilliant blended bicolor. The
flowers are very large and are of excellent, semi-flaring form with ruffled edge. The
color is a smoldering mix of bishops violet, fuchsia rose and rich coppery chestnut.
The velvety falls have a brownish edge that is reflected in the rather brassy sparkle of
the standards. So many have asked for it we have again grown a good stock.

UNTAMED MELODY (Framke '86) EE. L. 40 in. This is  a great favorite with all of the
garden visitors. A tall, widely branched stalk carries far more buds than most other iris,
making for a very, very long season of bloom. Its huge showy flowers have a basic
color of Hot greenish brash overtoned with vivid copper and the falls have a full cen
tral pattern of glittering tones of blended Electric blue, rose, red and violet with molten
gold mixed in. 6



TALL BEARDED IRIS

ADVENTURE BAY (Plough 79) Vivid
amber stands and bright magenta red
falls bordered copper flame.. . .3.00

ADVENTURESS (Hamblen '85) Pink
stands with a violet undertone and edge
and wide flaring falls of rich purple
edged lighter. Perfect form with broad
heavily ruffled petals. Gorgeous.25.00

AFTERNOON DELIGHT (Ernst '85) A

light shimmering blend of honey-tan
and lavender. The lavender falls are

edged Amber gold

AGAPE LOVE (Varner '82) A beautiful
blend of deep chartreuse with rich pink
flushed stands and orchid flush over the
falls.

12.50

10.00

AUTUMN MEMORY (Gibson '82)
Vivid markings of russet rose and gold
on a rich cream ground. Reblooms
here

AVENGING ANGEL (Wmsn. '84) A

vivid cordovan and burgundy rose
blend; almost a new self color. Exciting
surprise last year and a top favorite with
garden visitors. Try it

AZTEC AFFLUENCE (Burch '83) A

showy plic with yellow standards and
red brown markings around a white
blazed yellowish fall

BANDERA WALTZ (Tompkins '83)
Shimmering icy white stands and wide
satiny white falls with lovely heliotrope
edge and beard

BAYBERRY CANDLE (DeForest '69)
A famous bitone. Rich chartreuse stands
and dark olive falls flushed chestnut

3.00

BERMUDA HIGH (Tompkins '64) Still
one of the reddest of ail, this is tall and
showy with smooth clean flaring
flowers. Top parent

BERRY WINE (Plough '80) Mustard
gold stands and mulberry rose and royal
purple blended falls. Ultra showy.3.50

BEVERLY SILLS (Hager '79) Much
discussed lavender pink

BEYOND (Gibson '79) Newer version

of Anon, a plic in apricot tans. .5.00

BIG DIPPER (O. Brown '81) A bright,
clear Mimosa yellow with lots of lacy
ruffled frills. Lovely. A garden delight.

5.00

5.00

12.00

5.00

7.50

brown

3.00

5.00

ALLAGLOW (Tompkins '60) The 1960
Premio Firenze winner, this rich glow
ing blend of flaming copper tans and
bittersweet gold remains a perennial
favorite with visitors 3.50

ALL THAT JAZZ (Denney '82) A vivid
new variegata. Brilliant yellow stands
and bright maroon red falls.. . .7.50

ANON (Gibson '75) A washed and
brushed plicata of yellowish white
flushed rose and brown has a rich red
beard that accents it, 3.50

APRICOT FRINGE (O. Brown '78) A

huge, heavily fringed and laced flower
of gleaming orange apricot. Elegant.

3.00

APRIL LOST (Tomp. '86) A mammoth
fancy or washed plicata of bright
medium pink with a washed on or
striated pattern of rich apricot and
watermelon pink over the falls.30.00

BISHOP’S CLOAK (Tomp. '85) M.L.
36 in. A large, broad petaled self of rich
mulberry with salmon brown beards
and lacy edged

BLACK DRAGON (Schreiner '82) One
of the blackest of Schreiners dark iris,
this is outstanding here

10.00

6.00

ARKANSAS GIRL (Sexton '82) A

brightly glowing greenish gold. Lacy.
3.00

AUTUMN LEAVES (Keppel '74) A
huge, heavily ruffled plicata done in
bright autumn colors. Lemons, flames,
browns and maroon 3.00
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BLACK WARE (Poweil '79) A huge,
dark blue-black with a polished shoe
leather look. Long lasting flowers.3.50

BUFFY (O. Brown '69) A massive

flower of pale icy buff pink with deeper
toned, heavily laced edges. A standby.
Elegant 3.00

BLUE LUSTER (O. Brown '73) A

massive flaring flower of extra bright
and smooth medium blue 3.00

BURGUNDY BROWN (Gibson '79)
Another spectacular plic, this has a rich
yellow gold ground with vivid burgun-

5.00dy markingsBOLD ACCENT (O. Brown '78)

Everyone's favorite. Bright golden
stands offset screaming purple falls.
Heavily ruffled eyecatcher 3.00

BUTTER BAR (O. Brown '78) Dif

ferent. Strange and intriguing color
blend. Bright yellow with heavy overlay
of rich deep pink. Red beards. .3.00

BUTTER PECAN (Hager '83) (Border
Iris) A very richly colored plicata of ruf
fled form with Cocoa brown markings
and bordered falls 5.00

BONNEVILLE SURF (Hamblen '79) A

huge, very broad petaled, heavily ruf
fled beauty of violet-blue with pale
lemony beards 3.00

BOY FRIEND (Wmsn. '86) Extra large
and showy, this is a blend with vivid
copper stands and golden brown falls.
Flaring and ruffled. Choice.. . .25.00

BRANDY (McWhirter '81) A strange,
luscious looking blend of bright
muskmelon pink and dusky brown with
self colored beards. Lovely 4.50

BUTTERFLY KISS (Hamblen '83) A
large, flaring blueish orchid with hen
na red hafts and deep blue tipped

15.00

CAPTURED BEAUTY (Gibson '81) A
huge, ruffled and laced plicata of
fleshtones, tan and smoky orchid.5.00

beards

BRIGHT DANDELION (Schreiner '76)
Huge, rich yellow self. 3.00 CAMELOT ROSE (Tompkins '65) Still

at the top of its class. Bright orchid pink
standards and vivid magenta wine falls.
Red beards 3.50

BRIGHT REFLECTION (O. Brown
'81) A huge, heavily ruffled, deep rosy
salmon with a rich red beard. Extra

bright

BRILLIANT EXCUSE (Gibson '81) A
glistening white with electrifying royal
violet border

4.50

5.00

CAPRICIOUS (Hamblen '81) A beau
ty - Wow! Broad pink stands and flesh
white falls dotted and edged in bright
rose violet. Red bearded too.. . . 5.00

CARAMBA (Keppel '75) Brilliant
orange stands and cream falls bordered
and sanded rosy brown and mulberry
rose. A delight 3.00

BRIMSTONE (Tompkins '71) One of
the best reds. Huge, flaring and so
bright and clean you can't miss it.3.00

BROADWAY (Keppel '81) A great
favorite here. Vivid gold stands and
ivory white falls bordered bright
brownish red 5.00

CAROLINA BOUQUET (Powell '79)
Pale shimmering orchid with overtones
of shimmering silver. Heavily ruffled,
lots of bloom 3.00

BRONZE FAUN (Gibson '83) A blend

of orange and buff with garnet markings
and white area at the beard.. .10.00

CAROLINA BLUE (Powell '81) A
massive flower of clear, clean analine
blue. Spectacular. 5.00

BUBBLING OVER (Ghio '82) A huge
silvery lilac with heavy ruffling and
fluted petals. Really bubbles.. . .5.00

CARRIAGE TRADE (Gaulter '79) A

tall, large flowered white with icy blue
undertone 3.00
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CASBAH (Keppel '81) A. lovely biton-
ed fancy with gold, gilt flaked stands
and satiny white falls brushed slate blue
and bordered with rich mulberry red.

CHEESECAKE (Gaulter '84) Rich flesh

pink with a lighter area in the falls. Rich
apricot hafts and beards. Large and

15.00showy
5.00

CHESTNUT BEAUTY (Gibson '80) A

pale lime yellow and chestnut brown
plic. Satiny white areas in the falls. Ultra
showy 7.50

CATALYST (Keppel '80) This is a
brilliant sun flower yellow that does not
slick or fade in the hottest sun. Glorious

ly ruffled

CATAWBA RUBY (Tompkins '77) A
wide, flaring, bitoned red. Shimmering
silken standards of rich ruby red and
ultra clean falls of velvety black red or
catawba ruby red.. .

CENTERFOLD (Nishwonger '77) A
rich blend of flesh and baby ribbon pink
with chalky pink finish. Lovely. .3.00

CENTRE COURT (Wmsn. '82) A

huge, globular bloom of sparkling wed
ding gown white and plumbago blue.
A great favorite with garden visitors, this
lovely plic certainly holds centre court.
Don't miss it

CHANTEUSE (Gatty '80) Undoubted
ly the best of all the new pinks. It is tall,
perfectly branched with huge, ruffled
flowers of rich pink with a faint salmony
undertone. A lacy edge and tangerine
beard add to its beauty. Don't miss it.

5.00

5.00

3.00

7.50

CHICO MAID (Luihn '85) A beauty in
blended pale blues with a deeper throat
area and rich blue, bronze tipped

10.00beards. Don't miss it

CHINA DRAGON (Shoop '79) An ex
tremely brilliant orange self with a rich
glossy finish. A bit narrow petaled but
with such color who is to care. .5.00

CLOSED CIRCUIT (Schreiner '82)

Rich red purple stands and white falls
bordered deeper 3.50

COCKTAIL HOUR (Dunn '84) Massive

and broad petaled, this is a very showy
flower of deep Marine blue. A white
blaze sets it off 7.50

COLORTART (Innerst '83) Brilliant
salmon yellow overtoned apricot pink
with plic marks of Fuchsia

COLUMBIA THE GEM (Gibson '82)

Lovely new plic with ground color of
bright apricot orange with a lacy,
stitched edge of reddish purple. Showy
and quite scarce

COMANCHE DRUMS (Tomp. '85)
ML. 38 in. A bitone with bright pinkish
buckskin stands and vivid Fuchsia and

wine blended falls. Showy

COMANCHERO (Tompkins '63) A
showy blend of incandescent reds, tans
and molten brassy brown. A top parent.

3.00

7.00

7.50

7.00

CHARTREUSE RUFFLES (Rudolph
'76) Fascinating oyster, or blue white
flushed and bordered in icy chartreuse

3.00green

CHARMED LIFE (Keppel '84)
Gorgeous, medium blue standards and
satin white falls with wide borders of

vivid violet. Electric blue, brown tipped
beards 15.00

CHECKMATE (Tompkins '63) A very
broad ruffled flower with a finish like

oiled silk, this is one of our richest reds.
Having some onco blood in it accounts
for a small signal patch of blue at the
tip of the beard. Not a fast increaser but
one you will like 5.00

CON AMORE (Hager '85) A large,
broad petaled pink with lilac influence
and icy white area in the falls. Lightly

10.00laced
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CUSTOM MADE (O. Brown '81) Prob
ably the deepest of al l the newer pink
iris. A real beauty with bright shrimp-
pink beards

DANGER (Catty '84) A large, broad
petaled burgundy to garnet red lighted
up by a flush of copper red at the base
of the stands

6.00

.  . . .10.00

CONGRATULATIONS (Keppel '83)
This is one of our personal favorites. A
neglecta of huge size with extra broad
double ruffled petals. The stands are sky
blue and silk-like while the falls are like

clean velvety pansy violet 7.50

COPPER CLASSIC (Roderick '79) A

brilliant blend of cantelope yellow pink
with overtones of burnt orange.

3.50Stunning DATE BAIT (Meek '85) Very pale or
chid pink stands and white falls with a
faint plic haft pattern of orchid and a
near white beard 15.00

COPPER MOUNTAIN (Schreiner '78)

A large, flaring flower of bright blend
ed copper and brown 3.00

DAZZLING GOLD (Anderson '81)
Brilliant yellow with red veins over the
falls, very much like Ron Beatties old
Scallywag

DEEP FIRE (Schreiner '79) A seedling
from Post Time, this is quite similar but
more on the blackish burgundy side.

5.00

DEFT TOUCH (Tompkins '77) A mam
moth, heavily ruffled blend of rich can-
talope pink, ivory and apricot. Elegant
and showy. Genesis sib

DESERT ECHO (Meek '80) Another
plic of an odd butter yellow with a tar
nished brass green overtone and flecks
of chocolate on the falls

DESPERADO (Keppel '79) A large,
heavily ruffled plic of white with over
tones of ivory and mint green with very
showy markings of rich chocolate and
muted purple

DIAMOND TIARA (McKusick '76) Dif
ferent looking, icy, pale blue-white with
blackish veining and signal spot.5.00

DISCO DOLL (Varner '83) A border
iris, but reaches 36 in. here, this is a flar
ing, heavily ruffled flower with sparkl
ing pink falls and blue pink stands. A
carmine beard accents its beauty.7.50

8.00

3.50

7.50

5.00

COPYRIGHT (Roderick '83) Heavily
ruffled, velvety finished chrome gold
with white lines radiating from the
beard 7.50

CORAL CLOUDS (Hamblen '79) A

very heavily ruffled and fluted coral
pink self with deeper pink radiating
from the throat. A small icy pink area
in the center of the fall under the pink
beards accents it 5.00

CORAL SATIN (Hamblen '81) Another

rich coral pink, this has a bright orange
flush up through the stands. Neon
bright

CORN HARVEST (Wyatt '77) A bright
dandelion yellow, doubly welcome for
it seems to be a constant rebloomer.
You'll like it

5.00

3.00

COSMIC DANCE (Schreiner '82)
Heavily ruffled blend of Navy and In
digo blue that pales at the petal edges.
Heavily ruffled. A crowd pleaser.7.50

COSMIC LADY (Keppel '80) A lovely
bicolor with mimosa yellow stands and
antique ivory falls which have a heavy
overlay of shimmering hyacinth orchid.

5.00

CUP RACE (Buttrick '63) This huge,
beautifully formed white still more than
holds its own with newer ones. Fact is,
it's hard to beat, 3.00

DIXIE DARLING (Schreiner '77) A tall,
showy, raspberry pink with a flaming
red beard.. . . 3.50
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DIXIE DESERT (Meek '78) A huge,
flaring plic of nice form with white
stands and deep ivory falls flecked cin
namon over the hafts

DOVE CALL (Plough '80) A bitone
with light gray-blue stands and rich
cream falls heavily overtoned gentian

5.00

DUAL ACCORD (Palmer '83) A bitone
with odd dusty orange stands and violet
blue, bronze hafted falls

DUALTONE (O. Brown '77) A lovely
bicolor blend with glittering pink stands
and rich pink falls, heavily blushed
lavender blue. Elegant

DUTCH CHOCOLATE (Schreiner '70)

One of Schreiner's best. A large, smooth
blend of dark slate brown and bright red
chocolate. Reblooms

EDEN (Catty '83) A short, floriferous,
deep pink self with lots of ruffles and
a vivid geranium red beard. It's a wow!

6.00

EDVARD GRIEG (Benson '81) A light
blend of magenta orchid 5.00

3.00

blue

7.50

3.50

3.00

EXOTIC ISLE (Plough '81) Bright plum
purple with a brilliant white spot on the
fail and white flush up standard base.

5.00

EXOTIC STAR (Plough '75) A huge
flower of victoria violet with an extra

showy spot and rayed pattern of white
on the falls 5.00

EXTRAVAGANT (Hamblen '83) One

of last year's show stoppers here. A
heavily laced and ruffled amethyst
violet with a lighter area over the
centers of the falls and a hint of hidden

pink throughout that accents a bright
cerise beard 15.00

FANCY TALES (Shoop '80) Orchid
standards and bright purple falls with a
heavy brushing of white over the upper
halves around a red beard.Net 20.00

FANTASTIC VOYAGE (Schortman

'69) A blended bitone with creamy
stands flushed chamois and blue-violet

falls undertoned tan 3.50

FARAWAY BLUE (Plough '81) Mam
moth flowers of gleaming blue that is
quite close to pale cobalt. It is luscious.

5.00ELISA RENEE (Gaulter '83) A very
heavily ruffled flower of brightly shim
mering orchid pink with a rich red

15.00

EQUESTRIAN (Ernst '86) Orange
amber stands and blended Terracotta

and orange falls. Subdued color but
eyecatching

beard. Choice.. .

25.00

FEMININE WILES (Nelson '86) This

one is truly Stunning and is one of the
laciest varieties we have ever seen.

Flowers are a scintillating blend of
bright Orchid and Begonia pink. A fat
cherry red beard sets it off. Reblooms
too, we hear. 25.00

ETERNAL PRINCE (Wmsn. '86)
(Reblooms) Brilliant orchid rose stan
dards flushed soft cocoa and orchid falls

edged darker cocoa rose. Extra nice.
Don't miss it. 25.00

FESTIVE AIRE (O. Brown '76) Huge,
flaring, heavily ruffled, rich orange with
heavy red pink blush over the hafts.
Gilded lace edge

FINE CHINA (Catty '86) This is a heavi
ly ruffled very sparkling white with a
satin like finish. This was really super.

Net 22.50

4.00

EVER AFTER (Keppel '86) Brilliant
reddish fuchsia of large size with ultra
broad, heavily ruffled petals and a fiery
red beard. Gorgeous! It wowed
everyone here last year.. . Net 30.00

EVERYTHING PLUS (Nishwonger
'84) Icy blue white stands and white
falls edged with vivid Pagan purple.

18.00

FIRE CREEK (Luihn '81) A short, ex
tremely showy violet with vibrant pop
py red beards 3.00
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GIGOLO (Keppel '84) Top favorite
here. Rich apricot stands and deep
apricot falls edged raspberry red and

10.00with red beards

FIRE WATER (Keppel '77) Close to
spectrum blue, this huge flaring flower
is accented by heavy ruffled and fiery
red beards

FIRST IMPRESSION (Catty '85) A
gorgeous ivory cream self with heavy
touches of bright custard gold
throughout the central area around its
brilliant lemon beards

FLASHBACK (Tompkins '64) One of
the largest, broadest and most flaring of
yellows. It is like smooth burnished
gold. Flashy is the word

FLOWER NOTE (O. Brown '80) A

wide, flaring, ruffled flower of very deep
orient pink with fire red beards. A
favorite with visitors

FLOWER SHOW (Catty '83) Ruffled
hyacinth orchid, cream in falls. 7.50

3.50

10.00

3.00

5.00

GINGERBREAD CASTLE (Tompkins
'67) A massive, flaring flower of rich
Gingerbread brown overtoned copper.
Starburst sib 2.50

GINGERBREAD GIRL (Cibson '81)

Colden brown plicata with white area
in the falls and tint of yellow.. .5.00

GINGER SWIRL (Schreiner '85) Glow

ing Caramel standards and falls of soft
slate blue undertoned cream with broad

borders of rich golden Caramel tan.
20.00

GLOBAL AFFAIR (Plough '80) Orchid
pink stands and rich pink edged falls of
creamy white. Lovely

GLORIOUS SUNSHINE (Hamblen

'86) A large, heavily ruffled and double
fluted flower of flaming Sunshine gold.

20.00

GODDESS (Keppel '81) A luscious
blend of peach pink, ivory and cream
with deep peach hafts and pale pink
beard

GOIN’ COURTIN’ (Tompkins '84) A
huge flower of palest orchid with heavy
undertone of deep cream. Standards
have faint flush of copper up midribs
and the falls are a shade deeper orchid.

10.00

GO AROUND (Dunn '83) A very large,
pale aster blue and white plic. .6.00

GOLD GALORE (Schreiners '78) A
huge self of golden yellow 5.00

GRADUATION (Hamblen '85) Sensa
tional. A heavily fluted and ruffled violet
with paler standards. After opening, the
fall centers fade to near white leaving
wide rims of lacy violet 15.00

GRAND MASTER (Brown '79) A
dusky purple self infused tan with deep
bronze, purple tipped beards.. .3.50

4.50

4.50

FORTUNE WHEEL (O. Brown '79)

Lacy, ruffled begonia pink. Red beard.
5.00

FRANCES GAULTER (Hamblen '84)

Pink standards, pale centered violet
falls. Ruffled and laced. Red bearded.

10.00

FREE WHEELER (Tomp. '86) A huge
plicata of rich Custard yellow with
markings of blended Brass yellow and
rosy cinnamon. Nice always but super
on a 2nd year clump.

FRESNO CALYPSO (Weiler '78) Ultra

bright orange self. Vivid beards.4.50

GARNET ROBE (Schreiner '76) Vig
orous, glowing Garnet red 3.00

GAY PARASOL (Schreiner '74) Orchid

blue stands, pansy purple falls. .2.50

GENEROSITY (Keppel '79) Massive
cream with lemony throat. Fine.2.50

GENESIS (Tompkins '77) A mammoth
7 in. flower with ultra broad, double
laced, perfectly domed, amber gold
standards and rounded, flaring falls of
satiny white with smooth gold hafts and
edge

20.00

5.00
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GRAPHIC ARTS (Hager '78) Huge,
snowy plicata edged rich purple.3.00

GYPSY WOMAN (Schreiners '85) Pale
creamy falls bordered rosy pink tinged
lilac and stands of bright lemony
chamois 17.50

HANDIWORK (Ohio '83) A heavily
marked and marbled blue violet and

white plicata with rich blue beards.5.00

HURRICANE LAMP (Gaulter '83) A
large self of deep pink with dark apricot
hafts and reddish beard. Delicately
laced

HYMN (Beattie '81) A rich golden ton
ed self with a heavy infusion of deep
apricot pink and pinkish beard. Lovely.

2.50

INFINITE GRACE (Hamblen '82) A
near approach to a real pink amoena,
this has creamy stand with a hint of pink
up the midribs and medium pink, velve
ty looking falls and pink beards.5.00

INGA IVEY (Hamblen '85) An ex
quisitely ruffled, fluted and laced pink
with icy white area around the rich pink
beards

INNOCENCE ABROAD (Powell '83) A
huge, heavily ruffled white of huge size
and lovely form

INTERPOL (Plough '73) Magnificent,
huge and flaring, this is undoubtedly the
best black available today

IRIS IRENE (Catty '86) A beautiful
blend of creamy peach and buff with
golden peach brushing over the hafts.
Lovely form with lacy petals and rich
red beards

IVORY PLUMES (Plough '80) A very
deep, glowing ivory cream with ex
cellent form and lots of ruffles.. 3.50

5.00

20.00

5.00

2.50

10.00

HAZY DAY (Gaulter '83) A large blue
lavender self with slightly lacy edge and
white beards 5.00

HEATHERIDGE (Catty '85) An
citing and showy new combination.
Peach pink over bright creamy chamois
and overtones of bright mallow and Cor
inthian rose. Bright beards and lots of
ruffles and fluffy lace. Don't miss it.

10.00

HEAVENLY ANGELS (Catty '79) A
tall, heavily ruffled and pleated flower
of pure satiny white

HEAVENLY DUE (Gibson '81) A

yellow ground plicata smoothly brush
ed muted blue violet with white fall

area. Lovely

HIGH TENSION (Tompkins '72) Ultra
bright bitone. Silky electric blue stands
flushed pink and rich wine red to rose

4.50

HILIGHT (Hamblen '79) A brilliant

orange self with extra wide, thick burnt
orange to red beards. Nicely ruffled.
Top parent

HILO SHORE (Gaulter '81) A huge,
flaring flower of intense blue with blue
tipped white beards

HONEST PLEASURE (Plough '79)
Dark Indian or copper yellow with a
flush of pink up the midribs and rich
golden falls brushed empire gold
around the saffron beards

ex-

3.00

5.00

falls

4.00

5.00

5.00

JAZZ SWINGER (Hamblen '85) A
huge, ruffled, flaring bicolor with taffy
standards and mahogany marked hafts
on deep violet falls. A real stunner.
Don't miss it. 15.00

JEAN HOFFMEISTER (Catty '83)
Massive and very wide petaled and ruf
fled flowers of medium blue. A favorite
with all visitors

JELLY ROLL (Gaulter '83) An ultra
deep coral pink flower with extra vivid
red beards and gently laced petals.

15.00

5.00

HONEY MOCHA (Luihn '80) A blend
of honey and mocha brown with a deep
green gold undertone. Ruffled and
laced 3.50
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JESSE’S SONG (Wmsn. '83) A white

ground plicata with wide edge of
Methyl violet. A real knockout, don't
miss it

JO VALLERY (Hamblen '85) A vibrant,

shimmering, icy looking pink of ex
quisite form with rich pink beards
above an icy white fall area and lacy
pink border. Tops

JOYOUS MELODY (Catty '85) Well
named. A joyous combination. Peach
pink standards veined gold at midribs
and deep peach pink falls blended ivory
pink in the centers around rich
camelian red beards. A must have.

10.00

5.00

20.00

LAND O’ LAKES (Schreiner '82) A

lovely flower of glowing blue. This is
close to Sea blue by M and P. Chart.
Lovely

LAREDO (Keppel '84) Vivid custard
yellow to bright lemon gold plicata with
markings of molten copper and golden
brown. TOPS

LASER LIGHT (Gaulter '84) Rich cor

al pink with salmony edged lacy border.
10.00

LAST DANCE (McWhirter '79) A bright
bitone with standards of blue toned

pink and falls of light violet blushed
copper and red beards

LEDA’S LOVER (Hager '80) A huge,
pearly toned, ruffled white 5.00

LEMON CROWN (O. Brown '76) A

tall, large flowered, flaring beauty with
bright ruffled lemon stands and white
falls bordered gold

LILAC FLAME (Hamblen '79) A ruffl
ed, lacy flower of lilac pink with white
area on the falls and smoky red beards.
Showy

LITHOGRAPH (Tompkins '74) Huge,
rose-like lemon gold buds open into
massive bone-white flowers with a

brushing of flame gold over the broad
hafts. Quite spectacular

LIVE MUSIC (Schreiner '83) Lightly
laced Azalea pink stands and deeper
Rose pink falls undertoned orchid.7.50

LOGAN’S RUN (Plough '80) A blend
ed bitone with yellow, orchid toned
standards and bright ivory falls bordered
brassy gold

5.00

7.50

6.00

3.00

5.00

3.50

4.50

JURIS PRUDENCE (Ernst '86) An
Ivory white with an odd dustylike
undertone of palest lavender. Ruffled

30.00and lightly laced

KAREN (Hamblen '84) A stunningly
gorgeous bitone, this has standards of
smoky pink and widely flaring fluffily
ruffled falls of blended violet blue and

rust red beards tipped blue.. . .15.00

KING’S CASTLE (Hamblen '82) A ma
jestic, flaring and ruffled royal purple
with red undertone and blackish beard.

7.50

KISS OF GOLD (Plough '86) A huge
plicata with a greenish buff and yellow
ground color with the falls having plic
markings of mustard gold that deepens

30.00at the hafts

LACE BALLET (Tomp. '86) A large,
beautifully formed, flaring flower of
pristine white with a lovely laced edge
to the broad petals. Perfectly branched
stalks. Sold out last year, stock is
limited 20.00

LORILEE (Schreiner '81) A large rose
toned orchid with an icy white area at
the end of the beards. 5.00

LAKE PLACID (Benson '77) Pale blue
self of lovely form. White beard.5.00

LOUISIANA LACE (Schreiner '78) An
ultra showy, silken finished pale pink
toned lilac with double ruffled and lac

ed edge. Showy 3.50

LAND OF OZ (O. Brown '79) A smooth

ox-blood red with heavy over-tone of
cordovan red and rich brown red
beards, 3.50
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MIGHTY PRETTY (Christ. '79) Solid

pink standards and white falls with wide
border of amber pink and amber pink
beards

MIDNIGHT HOUR (Schreiner '83) A

massive flower of dark purple blue.
Broad, flaring and ruffled

MINARET (Gaulter '81) Standards are
orchid and falls are deeper blue orchid
with pale area under deep gold hafts.

5.00

MIRROR MIRROR (Gibson '79) Stan

dards are gold brown and the falls are
custard yellow with cinnamon mark
ings. Showy 5.00

MISTRESS (Keppel '80) Light creamy
pink with strawberry edges and sanding
of rose on the hafts. Luscious.. .5.00

MOCAMBO (Denney '78) A bitone
with odd tan green standards and dark
greenish brown, purple flushed falls.

3.00

MODERNAIRE (Luihn '74) Huge ruffl
ed flowers of campanula violet with
purplish touch on the hafts around
violet beards 3.00

MORNING SUNSHINE (Daling '81) A
lovely dawn pink plicata. Large and
beautifully formed 5.00

MUCHAS GRACIAS (Hager '84) A glit
tering icy looking pink with pale area
and hint of lilac in its makeup. Pinked
edges

MULLED WINE (Keppel '82) One of
our personal favorites and a top favorite
with every garden visitor. Ruffled and
laced extra tasty in its vivid blended
shades of crushed mulberry and apricot
rose, it is further accented by brilliant
terra cotta beards

NANCY GLAZIER (Hamblen '86)

Blended Oyster grey, wood rose and
creamy lilac. Unusual in color and has
a fascinating beard of glowing ember
red tipped electric blue

3.00

10.00

5.00

9.00

30.00

LOVELY KAY (Hamblen '80) A rich
medium toned pink with vivid pink
hafts and matching beard. A rich orchid
undertone accents it 5.00

LOVE POEM (Wmsn. '86) A deep
wine and orchid blend with overtones

of vivid peach and Apricot pink. Has a
vivid red beard and is very heavily

j  laced. A real beauty

; MADEIRA BELLE (Quadros '70) An
?  , 'enormous, ultra heavily ruffled and frill

ed bone-white with green overtone and
greenish hafts

MAGIC KISS (Tomp. '86) A bicolor,
this has rich Orchid blue falls and

creamy white stands that open a soft
lilac cream that soon fades to near

white. A vivid red beard makes it real

ly stand out

25.00

3.00

25.00

MAHOGANY RUSH (Wmsn. '85) A

huge mahogany red self, this is
highlighted by bri l liant bronze beards.

10.00Extra showy

MANNEQUIN (Gatty '79) Pastel tones
of pink and buff with undertone of rich
pink to pomegranite pink. Large and
showy

MARMALADE (Keppel '79) One of the
deepest of all orange iris, the color is
heightened by a full overtone of burnt
orange. Try it

MASADA (Tompkins '84) A huge, flar
ing flower of burningly intense colors.

I  Molten copper blended with deep red
maroon, the falls are brightened by a

f vivid fuchsia flush and bright copper
' bronze beard to make it one of our

brightest iris

3.00

5.00

10.00

MATINEE IDOL (Hamblen '84) A large,
broad petaled, rosy violet that lightens
around bright orange red beards and
again around the edges of the falls. Well

10.00named

MEADOW ROSE (O. Brown '80) A

massive, ruffled flower of rich rose pink
with a flame red beard. Extra broad and

showy, 5.00
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NATURE’S OWN (O. Brown '81) A

tangerine orange of great brilliance, this
has stands of vivid orange pink and falls
of burnt orange with a pink flush and
rich red beards touched green white at
the ends 5.00

PALO DUROS (Thompkins '67) One
of the largest reds. Horizontal form with
extra broad petals. A fine parent.2.50

PARADISE (Catty '80) One of the top
favorites in our garden. It has
everything. Ruffles, lace, form and deep
peachy pink color. Don't miss this one.

4.50

PEARL CHIFFON (Varner '72) Irides

cent pearly orchid stands and satiny
white falls with rich orchid beard.

Lovely 3.50

NAVY STRUT (Schreiner '74) Of the

Schreiners dark ones, this is our favorite.
It is huge, heavily ruffled and CLEAN.
A bright indigo blue beard adds to its
serene beauty. Don't miss it.. . .3.00

NEFERTITI (Catty '81) A favorite of all,
this has huge, ruffled flowers that have
a gleaming icy looking finish. Its stan
dards are pale creamy pink infused
silvery orchid and the falls are a blend
of rich orchid and icy lilac white.5.00

NIGHT AFFAIR (Luihn '83) A top draw
in our garden. Tall and very well bran
ched with large, elegantly formed and
heavily ruffled flowers of deep, clean,
royal purple. Majestic

OH BABE (Anderson '84) Colden
lemon to white ground with deep
maroon markings on falls

6.50

20.00

PEOPLE’S CHOICE (Caulter '81) A
large mauve pink with orange white tip
ped beards. Delicately ruffled and
laced 3.50

PEPPERMINT (Caulter '81) Blueish
pink stands and flaring falls of deeper
blue-lavender and green throat. .3.50

PERFECTA (Dunn '84) Dark but glow
ing reddish violet with white midribs
and a white blaze around the beard.

20.00

PERFECT COUPLE (OHIO '84) A
reverse bitone with medium blue stands

and satiny finished white falls. .5.00

PERSONAL TOUCH (O. Brown '81)
Orient pink, apricot edged stands and
dark apricot pink falls with green haft

3.50and red beards

OLYMPIAD (Chio '84) A blue white
with a deeper flush over the midribs
and the centers of the falls. Large and
ruffled 7.00

ORANGERIE (Keppel '83) Rich orange
with heavy cream pink undertone.
Lovely and different

ORANGE STAR (Hamblen '81) A
gorgeous, deep persimmon orange with
lots of ruffles and lace and bright burnt
orange beards

OVATION (Tompkins '69) M.L. 38 in.
Mid season to late. Stil l the pinkest Iris
in existence, stock l imited.. Net 5.00

PACIFIC GROVE (Luihn '81) A tall
lobelia blue with orange beard..3.00

PACIFIC MIST (Schreiner '79) A misty
cool looking wisteria blue 3.00

PACIFIC PEACH (Luihn '79) A bright
peach pink with red beard 2.50

10.00

7.50

PHARAOH’S GOLD (O. Brown '80)
Large, flaring flowers of rich empire
gold with deeper laced edges and dark
orange beards. 3.50

PINK FROTH (KEPPEL '85) Orchid
pink and ivory white plicata with
orange peach beards. Lovely.. . 8.25

PINK ’N’ BLUE (Powell '81) A rare
pink with heavy blue tipped beard.3.50

PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE (Schreiner
'84) An extra rich and vibrant self of

deep navy blue. Fluted and nicely ruffl-
10.00ed. A beauty
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POET (Wmsn. '84) A lovely rose pink
plicata with broad, ruffled petals and ex
cellent form. Well liked by visitors.

15.90

RAIN CLOUD (Meek '77) A bright blue
and white plicata, this is heavily mark
ed and sanded 3.50

RAIN COUNTRY (Plough '79) A large
flaring plicata with violet gray washed
standards and glossy white falls
bordered purple

RAIN FLURRY (Keppel '85) A lovely
flower of kid leather white with a neat

border of bright Vicars blue. Broad and
ruffled

3.50

10.00

PORTRAIT OF LARRIE (Gaulter '79)

An early bloomer of bright, rich butter
fly blue with icy touch at the tip of the
beards 5.00

PRANCING PONY (Gaulter '80) A

huge flower with lavender brown stan
dards and burgundy red falls bordered

5.00brown copper
RAPUNZEL'S TOWER (Gaulter '81) A

blended pink with a heavy overtone of
chartreuse on the falls. Different and

quite attractive 5.00

PRECIOUS MOMENTS (Gatty '83) A
massive, heavily ruffled reverse bicolor
with bright mimosa gold and satiny
white falls 10.00

RASPBERRIES AND CREAM (Powell

'83) A creamy ground pile with vivid
raspberry red markings. Extra showy.

PRETTY LADY (Gatty '83) A flam
boyant, peach pink with flame beards.

5.00 5.00

PRETTY PLEASE (Tompkins '72) A
huge, flaring, fluted pink with a rich
cream undertone. Luscious 3.50

REAL ADVENTURE (Nelson '82)
Lemon standards and white falls with

lemon border and haft. 5.00

PRISSY MISS (Gaulter '83) A huge,
gently ruffled flower of deep mauve
with rich geranium red beards.

10.00

RED ALERT (Powell '83) A rich red of

large size and flaring form 5.00

REPLAY (Ghio '80) A heavily laced,
creamy apricot peach self

RINGO (Shoop '79) Standards white,
falls mulberry white edged 3.00

ROCKY MOUNTAINS (Hamblen '79)
A beautiful lilac, violet blue blend.3.50

3.50

PRIVATE DANCER (Nelson '86) A

beauty, done in deep apricot and
azaelia pink with dark peachy hafts and
fiery red beard. Ruffled

PROM GOWN (Wmsn. '86) A huge,
lightly ruffled and laced cream with
allover sprinkled flushes of gold.25.00

25.00

ROMAN COPPER (Schreiner '72) A
bright molten copper with rich brass

5.00brown overtonesQUEEN IN CALICO (Gibson '80) A

stunning plicata of soft apricot with
markings of orchid washed strawberry
rose. Heavily ruffled and very lacy.7.50

RON (Hamblen '81) A huge, ruffled
flower of deep violet blue with tur
quoise blue overtone. Stunning.5.00

ROSABELLA V. (Hamblen '82) A wide

petaled, ruffled flower of odd and attrac
tive coloring. A bitone with pink stands
and rich rosy lilac falls and deep red
beards. A visitors' favorite 10.00

QUEEN OF HEARTS (O. Brown '74)

Dark, dusky pink stands and bone white
falls edged pink. Coral pink beards.
Lacy 3.00

QUIET RIOT (Ernst '86) Burgundy
Mauve stands and darker mulberry
blended falls with flush of blue on the

falls and darker border. 30.00
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SAPPHIRE TIARA (Muhlestein 76)

Sti ll magnificent in its class, this is a
huge, ruffled flower of milky blue-white
with bri l l iant blue beard 3.50

ROSE CARESS (O. Brown 77) A light
neyron rose with lovely form and ruffl
ing. Poppy red beards

ROSECRAFT (Hamblen '86) Rich rose
infused rosy violet with a rich and
showy beard of burning Henna and
blueish brown

ROSY CLOUD (Keppel '85) A real
knockout in the pink plicata class, this
is bitoned, having clean light pink
stands and white falls bordered with a

narrow band of rosy orchid.. .10.00

ROYAL REGENCY (Schreiner '77) A

truly wonderful self of rich, glistening
violet blue. Don't miss it

4.50

20.00

3.50

SATIN STITCH (Blythe '79) A different
looking plicata. Satiny white with
border stitching of rosy violet. One of
our favorites 4.00

SCARLET RIBBON (Tompkins '66)
One of our older reds but perhaps it is
stil l one of the two or three nearly true
reds. Huge and wide 2.50

SCINTILLATION (Schreiner '81) White

standards and very bright Orchid pink
falls 5.00

RUCHING (Caulter '81) A pale
lavender self with much fluting and ruf
fling. Very large and showy. . . .3.50

SCOTCH BLEND (Catty '81) This is a
blend of pale coppery tan and pyrite
green. A real attention getter. Large and
ruffled 5.00

RUFFLED BALLET (Roderick '75) A

heavily ruffled, light colored amoena.
White standards and medium blue falls. SECRET COVE (O. Brown '80) A

massive flaring and ruffled flower of
shining wisteria blue with some lace
and bright tangerine beards.. . .5.00

SEEKER (Palmer '81) Palest blue or
blue-white with blue beards.. . .5.00

5.00

RUFFLED QUEEN (Gibson '80) A

huge 7 inch flower of yellowish apricot
and cream with pinkish violet markings.

5.00

SHAMAN (DuBose '80) A metallic gold
and black bitone with fall edge.5.00

RUFFLED SUPREME (Roderick '83)

A heavily ruffled cream with yellow
marks and soft rays flowing over the
falls, which are l i lac flushed.. .10.00 SHANIKO (Meek '83) A glowing blend

of rich mahagony red and Oxbiood. Ap
pears as a self color. Rich brown beards.
Clean 10.00

RUFFLES AND LACE (Hamblen '82)

A broad ruffled lacy light yellow with
greenish tint in the falls. ExquisitelO.OO

SHENANIGAN (Keppel '85) Bright
salmon pink stands and deep pink,
dahlia purple marked falls with white
signal and red beards. Border.. 10.00

SHIP TO SHORE (Plough '81) A
bitone with blended gray and yellow
stands and falls of gentian blue. Quite
showy

SHOW BIZ (Catty '80) A sensational
bicolor. The standards are of amber

gold and the falls are bright maroon red.
Petals are clean and the finish is rich

and smooth. Tops in variegatas. Get it.
7.50

5.00

RUFFLES GALORE (Hamblen '86)

Another massive 7 incher with good
form and lots of ruffling. Blue violet
with violet falls. Tops

RUSTIC CEDAR (Schreiner '81)
Golden Chamois and rustic brown.5.00

25.00

RUSTIC DANCE (Gibson '80) Yellow

plic, heavily marked olive brown.7.50

SAFFRON FLAME (Hamblen '84)

Ruffled and laced hot yellow self with
an ultra thick, wide beard of vivid saf
fron gold 15.00
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SILKWOOD (Hamblen '85) What a
beauty. Ruffled white standards fully
overtoned sparkling blue and wide, flar
ing, ruffled falls of pure white accented

15.00by wide full beards

SOPHISTICATION (Hamblen '84) A

favorite with visitors, this has clear pink
stands and icy white falls edged with
pink and offset by blue beards. Don't
miss it. 7.50

SILVER FLOW (Hager '83) A large
flower of medium lavender blue with

white beards and a silvery white fall
area 5.00

SORCERESS (Keppel l '82) A
fascinating new plicata, this has
peach pink standards and icy pink falls
sanded with rosy lilac

rich

5.00

SILVER PLUME (Schreiner '75) A

huge bicolor with creamy standards and
wide flaring falls of champagne and
lavender. Nice 3.50

SORORITY SISTER (Gaulter '85)
Blended rose and lilac with bronze

10.00touches at the hafts

SPACELAB (Saxton '83) Yellow stands,
lavender pink falls with red hafts and

7.50fal l edges
SKATING PARTY (Gaulter '83) An

enormous slightly ruffled flower of pure
white with a white lemon tinted beard.

7.50Very showy SPANISH LEATHER (Schreiner '85) A

showy blend of copper and Henna
brown with overtone of mahogany
maroon 10.00

SKYFIRE (Schreiner '80) A very rich
amber orange blend. Bright.. . .5.00

SKY HOOKS (Osborne '80) A huge
buff, cream and lemon blend with blue
toned beards ending in long horns.4.50

SNEAK PREVIEW (Nelson '80) Close

to muskmelon yellow or apricot pink
with yellow tone. A most welcome
rebloomer 4.50

SPARTAN (Schreiner '73) Tall, large
flowered glossy red self. The best
grower of the Schreiner reds along with
Paris Lights 2.50

SPECIAL EFFECTS (Gaulter '83)

Blended golden tan and copper with
brown hafts 5.00

SPECULATOR (Ghio '83) Brilliant

chrome yellow, very broad, heavily
ruffled and laced 5.00

SNOWY WONDERLAND (O. Brown

'79) A velvety looking snow white with
lemon gold hafts and fiery orange
beards. Very ruffled

SOCIAL BUTTERFLY (Denney '80) A
j  pale rosey toned blue and white plicata

with red beards. Visitors like it. So do
4.50

3.50

we.

SPYGLASS HILL (Gibson '82) A

bicolored plic with chamois stands and
white and violet marked falls. Showy.

5.00

STAG PARTY (Plough '80) Beautiful
ly contrasted plic of pure white and rich
royal purple

STARBURST (Tompkins '67) A classic.
Huge, flaring and perfect of form this
is a dazzling blend of flaming copper,
red and brown

5.00

3.50

i  SOFT JAZZ (Schreiner '82) Buff gold
standards and vivid wine purple falls.

6.00Clean and showy

SONG OF NORWAY (Luihn '79) Best

in its class, this is a huge, wide petaled
flower of palest blue white with a rich
blue beard

SONG OF SPRING (Hamblen '83) A

bright, clean blue with a thick tangerine
beard. Excellent form with nice ruffling.

10.00

2.50

STARLIT RIVER (Plough '81) A love
ly plicata with french blue stands and
white falls heavily marked and pencil
ed in blue 4.50
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SYNCOPATION (Catty '84) Top
visitors' favorite - ours too. Huge well
formed, flaring flowers with vivid
golden tan stands and brilliant rosy
violet falls. Don't miss it 10.00

STATELY MANSIONS (Tompkins '74)
A massive, perfectly formed flower with
rich golden stands and pure white falls
with wide border of gold. Beautifully
ruffled. One of our best parents.3.50

STEP NICELY (Caulter '83) Deep or
chid stands and lavender falls that are

touched deep orchid at the hafts. Light
red beards 7.50

TANGERINE DREAM (Nelson '86) A

huge, broad petaled flower of fiery
tangerine orange, flushed with rich pink
and lighted up by glowing ember red
beards. Don't miss this one.. .27.50

ST. HELEN’S WAKE (Ernst '84) A

large blue white with yellow beard.
10.00

THEATRE (Keppel '81) A real stunner,
this has rich vervain violet stands and

wide ruffled white falls brushed and

dotted purple, 5.00STREET WALKER (Meek '84)
Vinaceous orchid standards and dark

grape purple to black falls with hairline
edge of orchid white and long white
hafts on which blackish grape veins run
rampant. Haven't seen a haft this busy
in years 15.00

TIGER BUTTER (Ernst '86) Golden

amber standards and bright falls of
blended orange and tawny orange red.

30.00

TIME FOR LOVE (Wmsn '85) A true
apricot pink with matching beard. Ruffl
ed, lacy and quite elegant.. . . 10.00

TINSELTOWN (Tompkins '67) Never
grows old or out of demand. It is huge,
beautifully formed and heavily
substanced. Pure white with throat of

molten gold. The gold color covers the
underside of the falls, showing up in the
heavy, graceful ruffling

TITAN’S GLORY (Schreiner '81) An
immense flower of dark blackish violet.

Rich and lustrous. Elegant

3.00

4.50

STUNNING (Nelson '77) Vivid l i lac
stands and red falls with broad lilac

3.00edge.

SULTAN’S PALACE (Schreiner '77) A

velvety non-fading red of fine form and
finish 3.50

SUMMER SERENADE (Tomp. '85) M.
VL. 38 in. A bicolor blend and one of

the loveliest of our iris. Glittering
Chamois standards and Satiny white
fails overtoned with misty orchid blue
and rich cream and bordered by glitter
ing golden chamois. Large and
Luscious 10.00 TOMORROW’S CHILD (Blythe '84)

Pastel orchid stands and falls of rich

wine red with orchid edge. Has
tangerine beards and lots of ruffles and
lace 20.00

SUNRISE SUNSET (Wmsn. '80) A

pleasant surprise in the orange class,
this is early, colorful, long blooming
and a fine grower. Try it

SUPERSIMMON (Parker '78) Ultra

bright orange overtoned deep velvety
Persimmon and accented by a smal l
white blaze under vivid beards.4.00

5.00

TRAX (Dunn '84) Cream stands and

white falls with pale l ilac blue markings.
Excellent form and nicely ruffled.6.00

TREASURE LANE (Hamblen '85) A
wide petaled, lacy edged dandelion
yellow with deeper orange edge around

20.00the petals
SWIRLING SEAS (Catty '84) Large,
blocky flowers of bright marine blue
with blue-white beards, heavily ruffled.

10.00A knockout
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VELVET SHADOWS (Tompkins '71) A
massive flower of molten brass and

chocolate brown. Heavily ruffled. A
dependable rebloomer here. ...5.00

VENUS RISING (Catty '84) A peach
toned, very rich deep pink with vivid
coral red beards. A garden favorite here.

10.00

TULIP FESTIVAL (Clough '75) A
bright yellow and white amoena. Stan
dards are satiny white and the falls are
lemon gold. Anxious to see children of
this with Candlepower and Runaway
Star this ye^r

TUT’S GOLD (Schreiner '79) A rich

empire yellow self with a very fat beard
t  of deeper gold. Stunning

3.00

3.00

VICTORIA FALLS (Schreiner '77) A

huge, ruffled, light blue self.. . .3.50TWO PINKS (Powell '69) A pink
bicolor, this has light pink standards and
deeper lavender pink falls. Red pink

3.00beard
VIVIEN (Keppel '79) Bright sky blue
with rich red beard 5.00

WATERED SILK (Caulter '82) A huge
flower of deep begonia rose with brown
haft and shoulders and white fall spot.

5.00

UNDERSTUDY (Tompkins '86) A fan
cy type or striated plicata. Ground col
or is creamy orchid blue over white and
the allover markings are of Heliotrope
and Capucine violet, heavier around the
edges

UPROAR (Tompkins '70) A huge, very
clean, ruffled flower of deeply glowing
red tones

VAN GOGH (Wmsn. '85) A large, flar
ing and ruffled blend of Ocher yellow
and Saffron gold. Ruffled and flaring.

10.00

VARGA GIRL (Monroe '86) (Reblooms)
Blended blue and creamy orchid pink
with a border of darker blue pink
around the falls. A vivid tangerine beard
accents its cool beauty

VELVET BRASS (Tompkins '65) A
huge, horizontally flaring flower of rich

“  glowing brass with the falls having a
glowing greenish undertone.. . .2.50

25.00

2.50

25.00

WAYWARD ANGEL (Tompkins '82)
Huge, beautifully formed with stan
dards of glittering chamois buff and gold
flushed pale orchid and falls of rich or
chid blue infused with gold and trimm
ed in lacy green gold

WEDDING CANDLES (Schreiner '82)
A yellow bicolor with cream toned stan
dards and yellow falls

5.00

7.50

WELL ENDOWED (Ghio '79) A

massive, truly huge iris of blended
creamy buff tones and hazy flesh tints

3.50

WILD WEST (Ghio '79) A deep
mahogany brown with rich golden saf
fron beards 7.50
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HEMEROCALLIS

Daylilies

Following is a list of Daylilies that we think will be of special interest to you as it
combines varieties of every size and category wherein we think you will find items
that will fit into any space that you may have need of filling, whether for some shady
spot, some tight little space in need of something small and items that you can use
both in your borders and for show bench purposes. This list is only a small cataloging ’
considering the two or nearly three thousand varieties we have growing, so if you are
in need of some item not listed here, please contact us as we may have it available
even if not in quantity enough to list at present.

ABSALOM Ruffled creamy pink
ADAH Small flowered pink seif. Luscious
AGAPE LOVE Lovely ivory white with pink midribs
ANADA Blush pink with rich rose eye
ANGEL ARTISTRY Blended orange and orchid with purple eye
ANN BLOCKER Orchid pink. Fades to white with orchid edge
ASIAN PEARL Smooth blend of lemon and cherry pink
ASTALOT Nice white, tall with regal lily form
ASTARTE Old Ivory tinted shell pink. Lovely
BALLET BELLE Glowing apricot cream self
SANDIT man Burnt orange with vivid red zone
BELLE AMBER Dark honey amber, green throat
BENCHMARK Famous, very broad lavender. Top parent
BLUEBERRY QUEEN Ivory lilac overtoned blue
BLUE HAPPINESS Fine rosy toned blue
BOLSHOI Satiny cream, faint tint of orchid
BUMBLEBEE Delightful minnie of yellow with red eye
BURGUNDY BABE Glowing wine with dark purple eye
BYZANTINE EMPORER Rich rosy purple with black purple eye
CABBAGE FLOWER Brilliant lemon gold double
CAMELOT GOLD Golden copper blend
CAPELLA LIGHT Enormous, flat flower of lovely crepelike finish
CAVALIER’S GOLD Minnie of glowing chrome yellow, ultra showy
CENLA PECAN Bright pink with watermelon rose eye
CHICAGO APACHE Huge, stately blackish toned scarlet
CHICAGO FIRECRACKER Vivid scarlet red, sometimes doubles
CHICAGO MAID Rich honey gold with rose zone
CHORUS LINE Elegant, small flowered pink with rose halo. Choice
CINNAMON ROLLDeep taffy yellow with cinnamon zone
CLOVERDALE Huge pink overtoned silvery orchid
COSMIC HUMMINGBIRD Top minnie. Peachy cream, red zone
DARK VADER Flat blackish maroon, silky finish
DANCE BALLERINA DANCE Famous ruffled first. Luscious. Top parent..
DAVEO HOLMAN Heavily ruffled, deep pink. Green throat. Wow!
DAVID PAUL FRENCH Golden yellow and molten copper
DECATUR DICTATOR Crushed mulberry with royal purple eye
DISRAELI Rich burgundy with large creamy throat
DOMINIC Deep blackish red. Almos perfect twin to Midnight Magic
DOUBLE BREAKTHROUGH Huge fulvous orange: Maybe it will for you
DOUBLE LOW Glowing golden yellow. Very fine
DOUBLE PUFF Lovely lemon gold. Daffodil trumpetlike center puff
DUNE DRIFT Gorgeous blend of Peach, Apricot and Ivory
EARLY CALL Wide Salmon pink that blooms constantly
EARL ROBERTS Huge, flat, ivory fresh. Elegant
ED KIRCHOFF Very broad and flat, ruffled self of Saffron gold. Tops

4.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

30.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

50.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

7.50

35.00

5.00

15.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

20.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

50.00

30.00

5.00

7.50

5.00

25.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

7.50

5.00

10.00

35.00
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ED MURRAY Floriferous black red. Extra showy
ELIZABETH ANN HUDSON Rich pink with maroon eye and petal edge
EMPRESS CATHERINE Gorgeous lavender blue with huge green cream throat,
EMPRESS SEAL Tet. Huge lilac and rosy maroon with cream watermark
ESTELLE WHITMIRE Enormous, flat and ruffled. Slate chartreuse blend

FLASHER Fiery orange and brass blend with brown flush
FINIGALS CAVE Vervane purple with blue zone
FORGET ME NOT Near blue with pale lavender undertone
GAY CRAVAT Odd creamy pink with burgundy zone
GLEEMANS SONG Huge flower of Citron yellow
GOLDEN PRIZE Enormous orange gold. A must have
GRAND PRIZE Lovely, heavily ruffled cream blended strawberry pink
GREEN FRINGES Pale yellow heavily flushed green. Fringed edges
HARP OF DAVID Enormous ivory pink with golden veins. Showy
HAWAIIAN PARTY DRESS Ruffled, rosy pink with green throat. Medium size..
HIGH GEISHA Rich azaelia pink with green throat, creamy zone

HIGH LAMA Very large, flat flower of lavender with green throat
HOUDINI Bright rose violet, creamy watermark
IDA WIMBERLY MUNSON Large lilac pink with chartreuse throat

IMPERIAL GUARD One of the brightest of reds
IMPERIAL WATERMARK Glowing wine rose with cream watermark
IRISH LULLABY Taffy beige with brownish zone
IVORY DAWN Ivory with faint tint of lilac. Very showy
JACOB Huge, very broad flower of Bordeau red. Ultra showy
JADIS Crushed raspberry lilac with Purple zone
JAMBALAYA Enormous flower of fulvous orange, brownish zone

JAMES MARSH Everyone's favorite red. Large and showy
JOAN SENIOR As fine a white as you can get
JOHNNY BARBOUR Dark wine red with green throat. Showy
JUDITH Blush pink with vivid rose zone
JUNE MELODY Ruffled baby ribbon pink, pale rose zone. Still tops
KANDAHAR Huge amber and taffy gold blend
KECIA Wonderful pale yellow self, flat and ruffled
KING’S THRONE Brilliant orchid and deep purple bitone
LAHAINA Dandelion gold self, green throat
LITTLE BIG MAN Minnie of yellow with fuchsia purple zone. Choice

LITTLE FAT DAZZLER Broad petaled rose self
LOVE ME Rich rose pink with deep green throat. Outstanding
MAJESTIC SWEETNESS One of the largest. A yellow that's magnificent
MARTHA ADAMS Huge, ultra broad and ruffled. A top pink
MATCHLESS LAVENDER A huge flower of medium lavender
MAUNA LOA A huge golden fulvous flower. Short Circuit bright
MAY GRAHAM Mammoth creamy pink, wide and ruffled
MIDNIGHT MAGIC Deep purple black. Similar to Dominic

„  MIGHTY MOGUL A huge, very broad petaled, flat oxblood red

MULBERRY CROWN Floriferous mulberry rose. Bright and showy
MY BELLE A huge, flat triangular flower of cream pink. Tops
NEW TESTAMENT A luscious baby ribbon pink undertoned cream pink
NILE FLOWER A huge self of medium purple
OLIVIER MONETTE Deep purple with shining finish
OPTICAL DELIGHT Huge, ruffled creamy pink, broad and flat

ORANGE PRELUDE Massive orange. Very early. Showy
ORANGE SLICE Rich orange with heavy overtone of melon pink
PALACE CONCUBINE Smooth creamy peach blend, nicely ruffled

PANACHE Huge peach with fuchsia zone and lacy fuchsia petal edges
PERSIAN PRIEST Vivid rose purple. Very showy, lots of bloom
POLLY MAYO Enormous, flat flower of pale lavender rose. Tops
PONY TRAIL Richly colored lavender rose
PRINCETON COUNTRY BUTTER Lovely yellow that blooms constantly
PRINCETON FIRE ENGINE Vivid red, large and well named
PRINCETON PINK. Huge, satin like self of deep pink
PRINCETON SILKY Glowing orchid rose self. Huge

5.00

7.50

7.50

5.00

10.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00
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30.00
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5.00

5.00

5.00
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15.00

10.00

5.00

15.00

10.00

10.00

5.00

5.00

5.00
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7.50
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5.00

5.00

4.00

10.00
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30.00

5.00

25.00

5.00

25.00

5.00

5.00

7.50

15.00

7.50

5.00

15.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

50.00

5.00

7.50

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00
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PRINCETON SIREN Blood red with tiny grass green throat. Ultra showy.. . .
PYWACKET Creamy rose with bright lavender zone
QUANNAH Fiery fulvous and flame orange
QUEENS GRACE Huge self of magenta rose flushed fuchsia
QUINN BUCK Famous orchid lilac self

RENAISSANCE FAIR Pale magenta with purple zone and pink cream throat,
RILEY BARRON Favorite red here. It's a no-fault plant
RING OF BLUE Showy peach pink with wide blue eyezone
ROUND TABLE Light ivory, gilt and pink blend. Parent of D.B.D

ROYAL FANFARE Rich raspberry rose with coral zone
ROYAL HERITAGE Deep plum with chalk and violet eye and cream throat..
ROYAL WATERMARK Wonderful lilac mauve with wide cream watermark.. .

RUBY THROAT Glistening ruby red with green throat
RUFFLED APRICOT Huge, ruffled and rich apricot melon. Superfine
RUSSIAN RHAPSODY Vivid blue violet. Different. Outstanding
SARI Brilliant salmon pink blend. Super
SEMIRAMIDE Glowing claret plum with chalky watermarked eye
SHABUI SPENDOR Enormous fiat creped pink self. Extra fine here

SHADOWED PINK Huge, in class with Sable and Majestic Sweetness. PINK..

SHINTO SHRINE Cream with heavy rose overtone
SILK AND HONEY Cream and honey blend
SOLAR CREST Huge, ivory cream and pale blended flesh
SOMBRERO WAY Deep orange blended melon pink
SOVEREIGN QUEEN Icy l i lac pink undertoned lilac with lime throat

STELLA DE QRQ Golden yellow minni that blooms constantly. Choice
STRAWBERRY SWIRL Tall, showy large flowered pink with rose eye
TALLYMAN Screamingly bright red self. Tops
TET CATHERINE WQODBURY Huge, flat creamy orchid self
TURKISH TAPESTRY Deep glowing violet with black zone
TUSCAWILLA Lemon cream, huge, broad petaled and flat. Don't miss it
VALEDICTORIAN Tangerine blend, white throat zone
VICTORIA ELIZABETH BARNES Huge, pink and creamy gild blend

VOODOO DOLL Pony sized black red self. Showy
WATERBIRD Violet with chalky watermarked eyezone
WATER WITCH Creamy orchid with rosy eye
WIDE FANTASY A favorite here. Very broad petals, flat form and ruffled.. . .
WILBUR HARLING Top quality ivory with rich green throat
XOCHOMOLICO A blend of rose, peach and pink with yellow halo
-YASMIN A blend of cream and honey yellow. Truly lovely
ZINFANDEL Wine red with rich chartreuse green throat
ZORRO Famous red self. Large and showy

5.00
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10.00
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10.00

10.00

10.00
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5.00

5.00

5.00

35.00
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5.00

5.00

5.00
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5.00

20.00
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15.00

5.00
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5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

10.00

6.00

5.00

25.00

5.00

NOTICE

If you desire a copy of
our Fall list of more extensive

and newer varieties, please send
$1.00. Refunded on first order.
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HOSTAS

The following is a listing of different varieties which we feel will fill the average needs
of garden planners and for general garden work. There are of course many many more
varieties available, most of which we grow. If you have need of any others you might
contact us as it is highly possible that we may be growing them and may have stock
of them available to some extent.

ALLEN P. McConnell Tiny plants with narrow white edges
ANTIOCH My mothers origination. Gorgeous variegated
ARCTIC CIRCLE Med. large white edge with early white flecking.. .
AUGUST MOON A sure to please yellow, large, clean and bright
BEATRICE White and green. Foreground
BIG SAM Huge, corrugated green
BIRCHWOOD GOLD Large, round leaves of deep gold. Nice
BIRCHWOOD PARK’S GOLD Med. small gold leaves. Likes sun
BLUE BOY Medium sized. Blue in spring. Fading later.
BLUE CADET Nice, smal l leaved blue. Fine for borders
BLUE UMBRELLAS Large background plant, gray blue
BLUE VISION Large, very showy blue. Choice grower here
BOLD RIBBONS Showy green bordered white. Medium
CANDY HEARTS Medium green, heart shaped leaved. Nice
CHINESE SUNRISE Small, narrow chartreuse edged dark green
CRESTED REEF Large, crested leaves with shimmery sheen
CRISPULA Large, showy green edged white and cream
CYNTHIA Large, showy gold mottled and splashed light green
DEWLINE Very large, long pointed leaf with white edge
DOROTHEA Small plants of emerald with white edging
DRUMMER BOY Medium sized mounds of dark green
FALL EMERALD Yellowish green that deepens to medium green
FLORADORA Delightful tiny green rosettes, lots of bloom
FORTUNEI ALBO-MARGINATA Large green with white edges
FORTUNEI AUREA Bright yellow that greens up in July. Medium
FORTUNEI AUREO MARGINATA Rich black green with gold margin..
FORTUNEI GIGANTEA Mammoth wavy edged green. A must. Limited
FORTUNEI GLORIOSA Medium green with white edge
FORTUNEI OBSCURA Wide, oval leaves of deep green
FORTUNEI STENANTHA Slate-white underleaf, glossy green upper.. .
FORTUNEI VIRIDIS MARGINATA Beautiful chartreuse, dark edges.. . .
FRANCEE Choice, medium large heart shaped with white edge
FRANCES WILLIAMS Huge, yellow edged sieboldiana
GILT EDGE Huge gold edged leaves. Cream edge established in sun.. .

GINKO CRAIG Small, strappy green with white edges. Border.
GOLD CROWN Large green with gold edges. Quite nice
GOLD DROP Small golden leaved border plant
GOLD EDGER Neat mounding plant for edging
GOLD STANDARD Showy lime lemon with dark edge. Elegant
GOLDEN MEDALLION Large golden form of Tokudama
GOLIATH Simply huge green with lightly waved edges
GRACILLIMA VARIEGATED Narrow variegated leaves. For borders.. . .
GREEN GOLD Dark green cupped leaves with rich cream edges
GROUNDMASTER Small edger with white edges
HALCYON FHeavily ribbed gray blue leaves. Quite lovely
HEARO #59 Fast growing narrow green leaf, nice borders
HEARTLEAF Medium sized clumps of heart shaped leaves
HELONIOIDES ALBO-PICTA Lovely med. clumps long white edged leaf 4.00
HONEYBELLS Large pale green leaves, white very fragrant bloom
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50.00
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4.00
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4.00

5.00

4.00
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20.00

5.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

5.00
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40.00

4.00
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10.00
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10.00
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5.00
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5.00

10.00

15.00

7.50

5.00

4.00
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15.00

4.00

5.00

3.00
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5.00HOUSATONIC Huge, fast Sieboldiana type
JANET Medium sized clumps of pale lime white edged dark green,
KROSSA REGAL Quite tall and showy silvery blue-green
LADY HELEN Yellow green in spring, medium sized
LAKEPORT BLUE Huge, very blue biscuit tufted leaves. Choice.. .
LANCIFOLIA A fast growing green for edging work. Glossy too.. . .
LONGISSIMA Small mounds of lancelike leaves

LOUISA Small green border plant with white edge
MIDDLERIDGE Wide leaved form of Undulata

MINNIE KLOPPING Tiny mounds of heart shaped leaves. Nice.. . .
NAKIANA Flat rosettes and mounds of heart shaped leaves
NAKIAMO Medium sized mounds with lots of flowers. Nice border.

NORTH HILLS A choice white edged fortunei. Large and showy.. .
OXHEART Nice smal l mounds of fat heart shaped leaves
PEARL LAKE Makes lovely medium sized mounds. Choice
PIEDMONT GOLD A large, choice yellow leaved plant
PIONEER A large leaved background plant. Tal l and ruffled
RESONANCE Choice, small cream edged plant

10.00

5.00

3.00

20.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

3.50

3.00

4.00

3.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

10.00

7.50

12.00

RHODIEFOLIA AUREA MARGINATA TOPS! Huge golden trimmed leaves 7.50

SAISHOJIMA GIBOSKI Delightful smal l mounds of green. Different.. . .
SHADE FANFARE Green with creamy margins
SIEBOLDIANA ELEGANS Large creped grey blue leaves
SIEBOLDIANA GIGANTEA Huge plants of the type
SIEBOLDIANA MIRA Huge, somewhat cupped leaves
SNOWFLAKES Neat, white flowered border mounds
SPECIAL GIFT Nice, medium mounds
SUM AND SUBSTANCE A huge, tall variety with large yellow leaves.. .

SUMMER GOLD Flat growing, medium sized yellow. Greens up later.. .
SWEET SUSAN Medium size, orchid pink, fragrant flowers
SWOOSH Fascinating plant heavily marbled cream and white
TOKUDAMA CARDER A large, medium green. Some blue tinting
UNDULATA Border plant of twisted green and white
VALENTINE LACE Delightful medium sized plant
VENTRICOSA Elegant, large, glossy green, huge flowers
VENTRICOSA AUREA MACULATA Huge, yellow, bordered green. Tops
VENTRICOSA ARUEA MARGINATA Gorgeous green with gold edging.
VENUSTA Tiny heart shaped leaves. Everyone's edger.
VILMORIANA Ripple edged, heart shaped rosettes. Neat
WOGON GOLD Neat golden edger that stays bright gold
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10.00

5.00
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HOSTA COLLECTIONS

The following plants are from our huge blocks of Hosta seedlings. From these we have
selected some for naming and others for further study and use. The balance we have found
to be in great demand by Landscape gardeners and for general garden work. Due to re
quests we are listing the following groups below.

Prices are $1.25 per field grown divisions. If ordering more than 10 plants please add 50"^
more per plant. Add $2.50 per order for handling.

GROUP #1 Large leaf Sieboldiana types, gray, silver to blue.
GROUP #2 Extra large to Mammoth leaf types.
GROUP #3 Rich green, large, taller growing. Showier blooms.
GROUP #4 Wide leaf, medium sized with gray to silver and blue.
GROUP #5 Mixed, smaller leaf, border types.
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ORDER SHEET

185 N.E. TERRITORIAL RD. — CANBY, OREGON 97013

Mr.
Mrs..

Miss
Date

(Please Print)

R. F. D. or St.

Zip
Post Office State. Code

Express Office. Amt. Enclosed.

K We Are Out of What You Order Shall We—

(  ) Refund (  ) Substitute Nearest Variety

PriceVarietyQuantity

1.

2,

8.

4.

6.

6.

7,

8..

9.

10.

11.

12.

18.

14..

16.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

TOTAL..



SUREFIRE “STANDBY ” FAVORITES

Each, single fans $2.50
$2.50 Handling

Plus 10* Postage each.

ARCH DUKE S’A" Vivid Cerise red biend.

ARRIBA 6" Ruby red with black sheen.
BAJA 6" Pidgeon Blood red. Green throat.
BERTIE FERRIS J'/a" Brilliant tangerine.
BUSY 3" Great masses of bright lemon. Steady bloomer.
BUFFY’S DOLL 3Vi" Bright pink with purple zone.
BUTTERPAT 4" Glistening gold.
CATHERINE WOODBURY S'A" Sparkling orchid, magenta eye.
CHINESE AUTUMN 6" Vivid Coral rose.

COMMANDMENT hW" Glistening Melon pink.
CURTSY SVi" Smooth apricot with rosy throat.
DANCING SHIVA 5Vi" Best of the rich pinks.
DARIUS 7" Purple with bluish halo, green throat.
EVENING BELL /Vi" Enormous, heavily ruffled molten gold.
FATSO 6" A huge, widespread, glowing amber.
FIRST WALTZ 6Vi" Lovely fluted flowers of dawn pink.
FLEETA 6" Massive Burmese red self.

FULL HARVEST MOON 6-7" A huge green cream. It's a must have.

GYPSY MISSY 4" Smoothly blended Peach pink and Inca gold.
GYPSY PIXIE 4" Shining orchid with wine throat zone.
HORTENSIA 7" Huge yellow with pinkish rose throat.
HUDSON VALLEY 7" Famous cream yellow. Enormous.
IRISH ICE 7" Massive Ice-Green, ruffled and waved.

LEMON FLURRY 6Vi" Ultra showy chiffon yellow, rosy throat.

LITTLE BUSINESS 3Vi" Vivid red self. Heavy bloomer.
LITTLE GREENIE 4" Deep greenish yellow.
LITTLE JOY 3Vi" Delightful velvety carmine red.
LITTLE WART 3" A top notcher in rich lavender purple.
LOW NOTE 6V4" A bright scarlet maroon self.
MAC THE GREAT 7" Glowing purple with green throat.
MARIETTA AVi" Vivid blend of crushed raspberry.
MOUNTAIN VIOLET 7'A" Enormous violet, deeper throat.
ORPHAN ANNIE S'/i" Near white with flushed greenish throat.

PERSIAN MARKET 7" A rich rose blend, deeper throat.
PERSIAN PLUM 6" Mauve, blended plum, green throat.
PIXIE PARASOL 3" Delightful Apricot peach.
PRAIRIE BLUE EYES SVx" Nearest to blue. Deeper zone.
PRIMA DONNA 7" Famous gold, heavily overtones glittering rose.

PUDDIN S'/a" Visitors favorite. Rich golden cream.
RED PRIZE 6" A huge, ruffled Cordovan red.
RED RUM 4" Tons of wine red blooms. Don't mis it.

RENEE SVx" Rich greenish self, amber throat.
SCARLOCK B'/a" Famous scarlet with green throat.
VIRACOCHA 7" Brightest tangerine. A WOW!
WINNING WAYS 6'A" Deep green gold.
WINSOME LADY 6’/a" Rich rosy buff blend.
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